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Please email Piotr Szewczak (p.szewczak@wp.pl) to be included in the mailing list for details and updates. 2 → R such that f ({x, y}) ∈ {x, y} for each {x, y} ∈ [R] 2 . In this article, we continue with the study (which was initiated in [ag]) of the outer measures λ f on the real line R defined by weak selections f . One of the main results is to show that CH is equivalent to the existence of a weak selection f for which:
Some conditions are given for a σ-ideal of R in order to be exactly the family N f of λ f -null subsets for some weak selection f . It is shown that there are 2 c pairwise distinct ideals on R of the form N f , where f is a weak selection. Also we prove that Martin Axiom implies the existence of a weak selection f such that N f is exactly the σ-ideal of meager subsets of R. Finally, we shall study pairs of weak selections which are "almost equal" but they have different families of λ f -measurable sets.
http://arxiv.org/abs/1608.06210 S. García-Ferreira, A. H. Tomita, and Y. F. Ortiz-Castillo 3.5. Selectively (a)-spaces from almost disjoint families are necessarily countable under a certain parametrized weak diamond principle. The second author has recently shown [20] that any selectively (a) almost disjoint family must have cardinality strictly less than 2 ℵ 0 , so under the Continuum Hypothesis such a family is necessarily countable. However, it is also shown in the same paper that 2 ℵ 0 < 2 ℵ 1 alone does not avoid the existence of uncountable selectively (a) almost disjoint families. We show in this paper that a certain effective parametrized weak diamond principle is enough to ensure countability of the almost disjoint family in this context. We also discuss the deductive strength of this specific weak diamond principle (which is consistent with the negation of the Continuum Hypothesis, apart from other features).
Houston Journal of Mathematics 42 (2016), 1031-1046. http://arxiv.org/abs/1609.05822 Charles J.G. Morgan and Samuel G. Da Silva 3.6. Notes on the od-Lindelöf property. A space is od-compact (resp. od-Lindelöf) provided any cover by open dense sets has a finite (resp. countable) subcover. We first show with simple examples that these properties behave quite poorly under finite or countable unions. We then investigate the relations between Lindelöfness, od-Lindelöfness and linear Lindelöfness (and similar relations with 'compact'). We prove in particular that if a T 1 space is od-compact, then the subset of its non-isolated points is compact. If a T 1 space is od-Lindelöf, we only get that the subset of its non-isolated points is linearly Lindelöf. Though, Lindelöfness follows if the space is moreover locally openly Lindelöf (i.e. each point has an open Lindelöf neighborhood).
http://arxiv.org/abs/1206.0722 Mathieu Baillif 3.7. Relating games of Menger, countable fan tightness, and selective separability. Steven Clontz, http://arxiv.org/abs/1610.04800 By adapting techniques of Arhangel'skii, Barman, and Dow, we may equate the existence of perfect-information, Markov, and tactical strategies between two interesting selection games. These results shed some light on Gruenhage's question asking whether all strategically selectively separable spaces are Markov selectively separable.
